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Message 

From: Loren Griffith [CN=Loren Griffith/OU=BOS/OU=NorthAmerica/O=MCKINSEY] 
Sent: 10/16/2008 7:02:42 PM 
To: Maria Gordian [CN=Maria Gordian/OU=NYO/OU=NorthAmerica/O=MCKINSEY@MCKINSEY]; Michelle Forrest 

[CN=Michelle Forrest/OU=NYO/OU=NorthAmerica/O=MCKINSEY@MCKINSEY]; Rob Rosiello [CN=Rob 
Rosiello/OU=STA/OU=NorthAmerica/O=MCKINSEY@MCKINSEY]; Elizabeth Laws [CN=Elizabeth 
Laws/OU=NJE/OU=NorthAmerica/O=MCKINSEY@MCKINSEY] 

CC: Jonathan Cain [CN=Jonathan Cain/OU=STA/OU=NorthAmerica/O=MCKINSEY@MCKINSEY] 
Subject: updated strategic options for Purdue on FDA-OxyContin-REMS 
Attachments: 081016 Purdue FDA response options.zip 

As per our discussion this morning, updated to include a new option: "band together" with other pharamcos doing C2 

FD A. 

Loren 

Loren Griffith | McKinsey & Company, Boston 

081016 Purdue 

mobile: 917 256-9085 I fax: 212 891-3020 | office: 617 753-2393 FDA response o ... 
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Outcomes for OxyContin range from business-as-usual to withdrawal

Business-as-
Usual

Withdrawal from 
market

Intermediate 
outcomeG

reater im
pact on profitability

• OxyContin restricted as result of 
voluntary or FDA-required action
– Withdrawal of high-dose 

formulations
– Sales/marketing restrictions
– Tablet “tagging” 
– Distribution limited to certain 

doctors, pharmacies or 
geographies

OR
• King’s Remoxy approved and 

takes some market share 
(perhaps due to delay or denial of 
OxyContin OTR) 

• FDA pulls OxyContin from market 
following
– Rejection of REMS
– Approval of Remoxy* (coupled 

with FDA perception that it is 
safer than OxyContin)

• REMS approved for OxyContin, 
then OxyContin OTR approved 
and successful in holding market 
share against King’s Remoxy (or 
Remoxy denied approval)

• Significant but not 
devastating loss of 
OxyContin 
revenues over 1-2 
year timeframe

• Devastating loss of 
OxyContin 
revenues over 1-2 
year timeframe

• Maintenance of 
current OxyContin 
revenues over 3-4 
year timeframe 

* King Pharma will likely also be required to submit a REMS for Remoxy
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Purdue’s strategic options

PLAY: 
Seek FDA approval 
for the REMS

DELAY: 
Delay any FDA 
actions

PRE-EMPT: 
Voluntarily curtail 
OxyContin

Approach

• Develop a thorough REMS
• Prepare to effectively implement and 

monitor the REMS 

• Request additional time to respond 
• Raise legal claims alleging FDA 

impropriety, either immediately or after FDA 
finds Purdue’s REMS inadequate and 
attempts to take action 

• Assess what FDA is most concerned about 
and what Purdue can do to address it (e.g. 
take high-dose versions off the market) and 
therefore persuade the FDA to withdraw its 
demand for a REMS

What you would have to believe 
to pursue this course

• Purdue can produce a high-
quality REMS that the FDA will 
approve

• FDA willing to grant additional 
time

• FDA has acted illegally in 
seeking a REMS or would be 
acting illegally in sanctioning 
Purdue if the REMS is found 
wanting

• FDA is concerned about 
particular aspects of OxyContin 
and can be persuaded not to 
take action if Purdue voluntarily 
addresses these aspects

NOT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

BAND TOGETHER: 
Work with others 
facing potential FDA 
action

• Jointly develop FDA response strategy with 
other pharamacos marketing or developing 
Class 2 opioid analgesics (e.g. Cephalon’s 
Fentora)
– As appropriate, share abuse mitigation 

strategies
– Formulate arguments to defend against 

strict treatment by the FDA  

• These peers share similar 
interests in working with the 
FDA to achieve a balanced 
resolution, and joint action could 
be effective 
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Recommendations on actions to take immediately

• Place Craig Landau in charge of overseeing REMS development
– Engage Pinney Associates to provide focused expertise on 

specified technical aspects

• Convene an “assessment” team (leader TBD)
– Headed by a strong thinker and project manager (and drawing on 

the best talent from finance, regulatory, R&D, etc.) 
– Responsibilities: assess probabilities of various FDA actions, cost 

out impact of various scenarios and provide strategic 
recommendations accordingly

• Convene a “war games” team (leader TBD)
– Headed by an effective project manager 
– Responsibility: plan top team workshop in which several executives 

assume the roles of Purdue, the FDA, and King Pharma to explore 
each’s values and likely actions in different scenarios

• Decide how to ensure Purdue pursues a coherent overall 
strategy and successfully pulls together REMS components
– CEO to lead with McKinsey 
– Other handpicked team members TBD

REMS

Scenario planning

Strategic 
integration
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Message

From: Rob Rosiello [rob_rosiello@mckinsey.com]

Sent: 1/23/2014 8:39:49 PM

To: tm [tm@pharma.com
CC: arnab ghatak [arnab_ghatak@mckinsey.com]

Mark,

Arnie and I thoroughly enjoyed our breakfast discussion. We are writing to emphasize three points as

you decide whether to work with us. We believe these will contribute to the success of your strategy

effort and hope they make you comfortable choosing McKinsey for this work.

1. External perspectives. We believe McKinsey brings an unequaled capability based on who we

know and what we know. We serve the broadest range of stakeholders that matter for Purdue,

including PBMs, payors distributors, integrated delivery networks, State and Federal Regulators. One

client we can disclose is the FDA, who we have supported for over five years. As part of the strategy

effort, we will reach out to our network and bring to bear the full expertise of our Firm - from our ACA

reform institute to our standing Ad boards of KOLs to our R&D experts. We believe we bring a

distinctive breadth and depth of external perspectives important to Purdue's strategy effort.

2. Personal references. We know you haven't worked with either of us personally. We are excited to

work directly with you on this and are happy to provide personal references if helpful.

3. Fees. As a sign of our commitment to your success, we are willing to make a sizeable investment

in this work, including putting fees at risk based on your satisfaction. You have our assurance that we

won't let professional fees be the reason for not working together on this strategy.

We are excited and inspired by the direction you are setting, and hope to support you on this

effort. We are ready to start immediately and look forward to talking soon.

Rob
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Message 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Martin Elling [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BO HF 23SPDL T)/CN = RE Cl Pl ENTS/CN =6B33C32 64F7 44B04AF05FA59341271BE-MARTI N ELLI] 
7/4/201812:10:13 PM 
AG [drarnabghatak@gmail.com] 
Re: [EXT]Re: Howdy 

Have a great fourth. M 

> on Jul 4, 2018, at 2:01 PM, AG <drarnabghatak@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Thanks for the heads up. Will do. 
> 
>> on Jul 4, 2018, at 7:57 AM, Martin Elling <martin_elling@mckinsey.com> wrote: 
>> 
>> Just saw in the FT that Judy Lewent is being sued by states attorneys general for her role on the 
Purdue Board. It probably makes sense to have a quick conversation with the risk committee to see if we 
should be doing anything other that eliminating all our documents and emails. suspect not but as things 
get tougher there someone might turn to us. M 
>> 
>> +========================================================================+ 
>> This email is confidential and may be privileged. If you have received it 
>> in error, please notify us immediately and then delete it. Please do not 
>> copy it, disclose its contents or use it for any purpose. 
>> +========================================================================+ 
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